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Preface

A self-portrait of Rembrandt ICS
The Netherlands has traditionally been at the forefront of
cardiovascular research. However, in a rapidly changing world of
science, it is increasingly tough to maintain this position. Gone are
the days of small grants for individual projects and of steady and
undisputed government funding for academic research.
Nowadays, limited financial resources are primarily allocated to
dynamic and high quality research conglomerates with superb research
infrastructures. In addition, there is global competition for the best
scientific talent. Therefore, the leading cardiovascular research
centers in the Netherlands have decided to join forces. They bring
together outstanding research facilities and leading scientists in order
to remain competitive, at the cutting edge of cardiovascular research
and to attract the best young scientists. It is an honor to be part of
this exciting process, and I am proud to introduce our joint research
institute: Rembrandt Institute of Cardiovascular Science.

Great strides
It was in 2010 that the Boards of AMC and LUMC decided to combine
their efforts and resources in Rembrandt ICS in order to promote
groundbreaking cardiovascular research in the Netherlands. The two
university medical centers are powerhouses in the field of translational
and clinical cardiovascular research. Both recognized a need to invest in
innovative basic research to assist in finding new ways to diagnose and
treat cardiovascular disease.
The mission of Rembrandt ICS is ‘to conduct and stimulate excellent
fundamental and etiological research within the fields of cardiovascular
biology and disease’. This includes, for example, stem cell research,
vessel wall biology, molecular cell biology, genetics and developmental
biology.
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Fresh out of the starting blocks, Rembrandt ICS has already made great
strides forward. In 2011, four PhD students started the first collaborative
research projects in Leiden and Amsterdam that are funded by the
institute. The students presented their first findings during the second
annual Rembrandt Day in November 2011. In addition, two Rembrandt
ICS Research Grants of € 500,000 each were awarded to joint and
innovative research projects by Professor Arthur Wilde (AMC) and
Professor Christine Mummery (LUMC) and Professor Mark van Buchem
(LUMC) and myself. More recently, in November 2012, three research
grants were awarded to principal investigators from the participating
institutes. For an overview of Rembrandt research projects, please go to
page 60.

Future proof
At the same time, the institute has been expanding. We have welcomed
new partners Sanquin, VUmc and LACDR. With these three partners on
board, the institute is now a robust and future proof strategic alliance.
On the national level, we are looking to continue attracting major grants
from organizations such as the Dutch Heart Foundation, NWO and
ZonMW, who are shifting their sponsorship to fund multidisciplinary
research consortia. On a European level, we will increase our efforts
to compete in the FP7/FP8 and ERC programs and influence the
political decision-making process and our involvement in joint program
initiatives, particularly in Active healthy ageing and Preserving health.
In a global context, we will remain competitive and will be looking
forward to welcoming the best and brightest young academics from
around the world.

In this brochure
This brochure features the founding members of Rembrandt ICS, Harry
Büller, Pieter Reitsma, Ton Rabelink and Yigal Pinto. They explain the
need for a joint institute, each from their own unique point of view.
Furthermore, VUmc’s Victor van Hinsbergh, Sanquin’s Peter Hordijk and
Johan Kuiper of LACDR share their reasons for becoming part of our
newly established research organization.
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Page 53 till page 61 covers the scientific issues and project goals of
our four PhD students Sabine, Henk, Hugoline and Marisa. Together,
they form the ‘scientific core’ of this brochure and our institute. Their
research is of major importance and perfectly illustrates the strong
need and great advantages of close collaboration in our daily research
practice, with retention of ‘couleur locale’.
In this brochure, we share our aims and aspirations, and our experiences
so far. We want to inform and inspire you. After all, the key to success of
Rembrandt ICS not only lies in combining state of the art technological
infrastructure, but also - and more importantly - in the knowledge,
craftsmanship and enthusiasm of everybody involved. Therefore, I want
to say a big thank you to the scientists, staff and governors for their
willingness to embark on the exciting journey that is the Rembrandt
Institute of Cardiovascular Science.
Kind regards,

Professor Mat Daemen
Professor of Pathology
Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam
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Ton Rabelink
Professor of Nephrology and Vascular Medicine, LUMC
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Interviews

The need for radical
innovation
“What I would tell decision makers about
Rembrandt ICS? I’d tell them that health care is
in need of radical innovation. In The Netherlands
alone, health care expenditure is 90 billion Euros
per year, almost a quarter of the national budget.
That’s simply an untenable situation,” says Prof. Dr.
Ton Rabelink of LUMC. A nephrologist and internist
with an impressive track record and a well-tuned
political antenna, Rabelink emphasizes the social
relevance of Rembrandt ICS.
“Here in The Netherlands, academic hospitals
and the medical research that takes place there,
is funded by the state. In these times of austerity,
we need to pool the available resources and use
them as best as we can. That’s the only way to
be competitive. Successful medical research and
innovation will lead to better health care and attract
more funding,” he explains. “I’m sure decision
makers will be delighted to see us scientists take
the initiative to collaborate within Rembrandt ICS.
Together, we can do wonderful things.”
Currently, most synergy between AMC and LUMC
can be found in the area of translational research,
according to Rabelink. “Here at LUMC, we not
only have leading scientists, but also state of
the art platforms for imaging, genetic reading,
metabolomics, stem cell technology and virus
technology,” he points out. “At AMC, there is also
world leading expertise, especially in the area
of clinical cardiovascular research and patient
populations.”
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Striking achievements
At the moment scientists within Rembrandt ICS are
primarily looking for ‘low hanging fruit’, Rabelink
continues to explain. They are working on relatively
easily attainable goals that will nevertheless
bring impressive results. One of the most striking
achievements so far is the joint research project
of professor Mummery of LUMC and professor De
Wilde of AMC, titled ‘Human cell model systems for
inherited arrhythmia syndromes’.
The study combines Mummery’s world-renowned
expertise in stem cell research with De Wilde’s vast
knowledge of sudden cardiac death. Mummery’s
work involves transforming skin cells into stem
cells. She then induces their differentiation to
cardiovascular cells. This process allows De Wilde
to conduct tests to see what medication increases
a patient’s risk of sudden cardiac death by simply
using a few skin cells from a patient. Cardiac biopsy
is not required.
“This study is a prime example of great synergy
and social relevancy,” Rabelink says. “It is also
relevant for the pharmaceutical industry in terms of
drug safety. Therefore, it could present us with an
opportunity to generate income.”

Young talent
Mummery and De Wilde received the Rembrandt
Research Award for their project during the
institute’s annual conference. Conferences and
awards, along with PhD positions funded by
Rembrandt ICS, are important vehicles for raising
the institute’s profile among a host of relevant
parties, including young academic talent.
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“The most talented young researchers are looking
to work for the most prestigious institutes, because
it will increase their chances to attract the research
funding they need,” says Rabelink. “Being able to
attract top talent will help us moving forward and
staying vital,” he adds.

“Together we can do wonderful things”
In order to select the best people for the PhD
positions that it funds, Rembrandt ICS partly relies
on the expert opinion of internationally and highly
respected cardiovascular scientists. David Ginsburg
of the prestigious Howard Hughes Medical Institute
in the United States and Alain Tedgui, director of
the Paris Cardiovascular Research Center, both
serve on the advisory board.

Value for money
Quality is the single most important selection
criterion that is applied by the board, according to
Rabelink. “The students must have an impressive
track record and their study must be beneficial to
both AMC and LUMC. Other than that, the research
must simply be of outstanding quality.”
By keeping the requirements to an absolute
minimum, Rembrandt ICS aims to warrant
innovative research. Rabelink: “Our PhD students
have to deliver something extraordinary that helps
us move forward. I don’t think that’s too much to
ask from researchers who are funded by taxpayers’
money. For that money people should expect not
to find themselves in an old fashioned hospital, but
to have the best medical care available - should
they need it.”
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Harry Büller
Professor of Vascular Medicine, AMC

Collaboration rather than
competition
Harry Büller, Professor of Vascular Medicine at
AMC, wears his heart on his sleeve. He is not
afraid to admit that he was part of the deepseated culture of mutual mockery among medical
scientists in The Netherlands. But he knew when it
was time to stop and seek closer collaboration with
colleagues and neighbors at LUMC.

“There is mutual trust”
“Until a few years ago, we would rather work
together with researchers halfway around the
world than share information with scientists in The
Netherlands,” Büller recalls. “There was a certain
degree of distrust and secrecy. The attitude was
one of ‘I’ll explain what I’m working on once my
research has been published in Nature’.”
This traditionally fierce competition among Dutch
cardiovascular scientists, and the subsequent
fragmentation, were partly due to the way research
funding used to be allocated. Büller: “Grants given
by the Dutch Heart Foundation used to be limited
to € 250,000 for four years, in order to give a
chance to as many scientists as possible. Well,
such a sum won’t cover much more than the salary
of one researcher, and perhaps some bells and
whistles. Moreover, the chance of receiving these
grants became less than ten percent.”
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Trend
By 2008 cardiovascular scientists in Amsterdam
and Leiden grew tired of chasing these relatively
small grants, according to the professor. “There
was also a growing realization that failing to work
together and failing to take advantage of each
others’ expertise was mad and outdated,” he adds.
“Moreover, we knew that if we kept going the way
we did, our research projects would soon suffer
from insufficient funding.”
Thus the first steps were taken on the road to a
more coordinated, closer collaboration between
AMC and LUMC, resulting in the Rembrandt
Institute of Cardiovascular Research (Rembrandt
ICS). As a KNAW honorary professor, Büller acted as
an independent mediator between the two parties.
However, he didn’t have to fulfill this role for very
long. “After two or three meetings the mutual trust
was there,” he says.
The move of AMC and LUMC is part of a larger
trend towards closer ties between academic
institutes. Büller: “You see similar developments
at every level. Universities in The Netherlands and
around the world are forming strategic alliances in
order to remain attractive to funding parties and
academic talent. The Dutch Heart Foundation, for
example, has revised its funding system and now
awards grants between three and five million euros,
with collaboration between universities being one
of the prerequisites. Research grants from the
European Union are also allocated to academic
partnerships.
If you don’t collaborate, you will miss out.”
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Pooling resources
Büller is happy with the progress of Rembrandt ICS
so far. “We have had two annual conferences now,
which were very well attended,” he says. “They offer
a platform to exchange information and to discover
how our work can be mutually complimentary.
At the last conference, we also discussed our
technology resources. It is important to pool
expensive facilities, including bio banks.”
Büller is equally pleased with the two fully funded
PhD positions that are awarded each year during
the annual conference. “One PhD student works
in Amsterdam, the other one in Leiden. It helps
the two organizations gel together,” he explains.
“Rembrandt ICS has awarded four of these positions
so far, and I hope this program will expand to about
ten PhD positions in order to attract new talent.”

Future
Currently, Rembrandt ICS is primarily working on
promoting collaboration between cardiovascular
researchers in AMC and LUMC. However, other
parties may join in the future. The Dutch blood bank
Sanquin and researchers from VUmc have already
shown great interest and have joined the initiative.
Büller is cautious about the institute growing too
quickly. Nevertheless, he fully expects Leiden
University’s strategic partner Erasmus University
Rotterdam to join Rembrandt ICS in the next couple
of years. The significance of Sanquin is also entirely
obvious to him. And, if it is up to Büller, Rembrandt
ICS may even remove another longstanding
barrier: the lack of trust and cooperation between
cardiovascular scientists and pharmaceutical
companies. “We have probably more in common
with them than we’d like to think,” says Büller.
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Pieter Reitsma
Professor of Experimental Molecular Medicine, LUMC

Success will breed success
“Within Rembrandt ICS, we are building a platform
to facilitate great work and great inventions.
Innovation will lead to improved health care and
greater economic activity, in the shape of startups, for example. Such activity will in turn lead to
more innovation,” says Pieter Reitsma, Professor of
Experimental Molecular Medicine at LUMC.
Initiatives such as Rembrandt ICS are familiar
territory for Reitsma. His CV includes an impressive
list of endeavors aimed at promoting collaboration
among various groups of scientists, while working
at both LUMC and AMC.
In Amsterdam, he headed AMC’s Center for
Experimental and Molecular Medicine (CEMM)
In addition, he directed the Anton Meelmeijer
Center for translational research, coordinating and
promoting translational research within the AMC.
Moreover, as director of the Amsterdam Genomics
Center, he coordinated investments in research
areas of genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics,
imaging and bioinformatics.
Reitsma returned to LUMC in 2007 to head the
then newly created Einthoven Laboratory for
Experimental Vascular Medicine, a condensation
point for vascular research in which several clinical
departments of the LUMC participate.
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Better investments
Reitsma knows from experience that joining people
and resources can be challenging. “As scientists,
we have to concentrate on the common scientific
good, even when there is outside pressure to serve
other interests,” he says. “Rembrandt ICS is all about
quality. We are united in our belief that we need to
improve the quality of our cardiovascular research,
because only true innovation generates money to
do more and ever better research.”

“It’s all about quality”
“Our first aim is to learn to collaborate and to make
the most of what we have already,” he continues.
“The next step is to make better investments.
Because in order to conduct great basic research,
you need to ensure you have great facilities.”
Top facilities, such as state of the art research
center and cutting-edge imaging equipment, are
only affordable if parties are willing to make joint
investments, according to Reitsma. In his eyes, the
only logical outcome of such a development would
be a concentration of all resources in one or two
places. In other words, a national research center.
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Raising the bar
A self-proclaimed ‘lab mad man’, Reitsma makes
no secret of his personal wish to eventually
turn Rembrandt ICS into such a center for basic
cardiovascular research. He strongly believes it
will create a win-win situation for cardiovascular
research across the nation. Reitsma: “Look at Dutch
Cancer Institute, NKI, in Amsterdam, for example.
It is home to a lot of brilliant minds spending a lot
of money. At the same time, there are oncology
research groups around the country doing great
work too. The NKI has simply raised the bar, and
everybody has benefited.”
It does not bother him at all that his colleagues
have mixed feelings about this desire for a national
center. “The debate will lead to a better end result,”
he says, spoken like a true scientist.

Force
But regardless of the shape or form Rembrandt ICS
will take on, Reitsma emphasizes that successful
research will ultimately be the best warranty for
ensuring Rembrandt ICS will become a force to
reckon with, both on a national and an international
level. “If Rembrandt ICS can prove to be successful,
I’m sure many people will want to be part of it.”
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Yigal Pinto
Professor of Molecular Biology of Heart Failure, AMC
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Size matters
“I hope that being part of a larger consortium will
lead to more ‘high risk, high gain’ research,” says
Yigal Pinto, Professor of Molecular Biology of Heart
Failure at AMC. He feels cardiovascular academics
in the Netherlands have leaned too heavily on
‘bread and butter’ research. This ambitious scientist
would rather put the icing on the cake.
“Cardiovascular research in the Netherlands is
always of a reasonable standard and sometimes
very, very good, but there is a lack of truly
outstanding innovative work,” argues Pinto. And
when he says ‘outstanding’, he really means
outstanding. “How many Nobel Prize winners has
this country produced in recent years?” he asks
rhetorically. “Yes, Dutch researchers are frequently
cited in other studies, but that is because we are
very good at checking whether other people’s
scientific breakthroughs really work. Unfortunately,
the money goes to the person who has made that
breakthrough.”
To Pinto, successful research is all about being the
first to discover something new and significant.
He strongly believes that larger academic
conglomerates are in a better position to achieve
this. “They have better chances of securing funding
and are able to get research projects off the ground
more quickly,” says Pinto.
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It was with this notion that size matters in today’s
academic world that led to the first discussions
about a joint institute for cardiovascular research.
“Just by chance, Ton Rabelink and I got talking over
coffee about the way in which research funding
was changing, favoring the larger conglomerates,”
Pinto recalls. “Since the Dutch cardiovascular
research community lacks coherence particularly in
the basic sciences, we felt there was a need to take
initiative and bring at least LUMC, VUmc and AMC
closer together.”

“Make the most of the strong combination of
AMC’s and LUMC’s specific fields of expertise.”
Better results
To illustrate how conglomeration leads to better
results, Pinto points to the initiative of Rembrandt
ICS to annually fund two new PhD positions (one
in Amsterdam, one in Leiden). “Usually, you would
only have enough money to hire just one PhD
student. In most cases, that makes it difficult to
develop new directions, because the study remains
too much of a solo effort,” he says. “The new
initiative, however, allows for the PhD students to
feed off each other and to make the most of the
strong combination of AMC’s and LUMC’s specific
fields of expertise.
Pinto: “Leiden has unique research facilities that we
don’t have here in Amsterdam. Here at AMC, on the
other hand, we have unique patient collections and
patients with very rare conditions. Thus, the PhD
student in Leiden has a counterpart in Amsterdam
who will, for example, help to get hold of certain
patient materials. While the PhD student
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in Amsterdam has a contact in Leiden to ask for,
for example, help and support regarding research
technology and equipment available in Leiden.”

Cure
Pinto expects his own scientific work to benefit
from the collaboration with LUMC in much
the same way. His work involves the study of
biological factors that contribute to the weakening
of the heart muscles and consequently to heart
failure. “We are working on a new technology of
reprogramming skin tissue cells to become stem
cells in order to turn these into a beating heart cell,”
he explains. “At the LUMC, there is a lot of expertise
in this field. So we can take advantage of the unique
technology that is available in Leiden, instead of
having to invest in the same facilities over here.”
The study could lead to many advantages,
according to Pinto. “You can obtain and study heart
cells from patients with genetic disorders without
having to touch the heart itself. And you don’t need
lab animals to perform your research either,” he
explains.
Joint efforts could bring Pinto ever closer to his
dream of finding a breakthrough cure for people
who suffer from genetic cardiovascular diseases.
Pinto: “It would be great if we could offer these
patients individual, tailor-made therapy as opposed
to the one-size-fits-all that we currently have to
use most often.”
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Victor van Hinsbergh
Professor of Physiology and Director of the Institute for
Cardiovascular Research at VUmc
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Great expectations
Victor van Hinsbergh, Professor of Physiology
and Director of the Institute for Cardiovascular
Research (ICaR-VU) at the VU University in
Amsterdam, has been instrumental in VUmc’s move
to join the Rembrandt institute. He has been heavily
involved in talks about organizational matters.
However, the success of Rembrandt ICS doesn’t
hinge on these issues, according to Van Hinsbergh.
“The real aim is to have excellent researchers work
together and to book scientific progress,” he says.

“I see a lot of opportunities”
“I strongly believe in the potential of Rembrandt
ICS, he continues. “My feeling is that VUmc should
have been involved from the start. After all, we’ve
been working with LUMC for years and also have
close ties with the AMC, especially the area of
patient care.”
There were several reasons for the slight delay,
including timing, he explains. Van Hinsbergh:
“When Rembrandt ICS first took shape, VUmc was
working on an analysis to determine its strengths
and priorities in relation to patient care. I suppose
defining our own profile took priority over joining
others.”
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Clarity
On the upside, Van Hinsbergh now finds himself
at the Rembrandt ICS table with the mission
of his own institute clearly defined and easily
explained. ICaR-VU aims to reduce suffering from
cardiac failure by looking at the normal heart and
the transition to failure at every level, while also
investigating cardiac energy metabolism and the
coronary circulation.
In addition, ICaR-VU focuses on long-term vascular
dysfunction in the context of diabetes mellitus,
obesity, hypertension and lung disease. While the
researchers also seek to explain short-term vascular
dysfunction during and after surgery.

Contribution
“Knowing what fellow scientists are doing is very
valuable. It will make it possible to put together
research proposals much more quickly, for
example. Such processes do not need a rigid
structure. What matters is that researchers will
make use of every available opportunity that
institute offers both in terms of knowledge and
technology.”
Van Hinsbergh, a renowned authority on cellular
pathophysiology of blood vessels, hopes that
the fundamental research taking place within
Rembrandt ICS will make a clear contribution to
patient care. “After all, research is not just about
writing great papers. Fundamental and translational
research go hand in hand,” he emphasizes. “I
expect that we will surprise ourselves in the area
of regenerative medicine. And I also hope that our
understanding of heart failure will grow. I see a lot
of opportunities.”
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High caliber
Van Hinsbergh’s vision for the future is a Rembrandt
ICS that will be recognized as a high caliber
research institute that puts its region on the map
as a center for cardiovascular research excellence.
“I’m not sure whether that region should be limited
to the northwest of the Netherlands, or include
partners from other Dutch regions as well”, he
says. “It does not really matter as long as we have
a clear profile, a strong reputation, and are able to
compete at least within Europe - and preferably
with other parts of the world too. Looking at our
combined rankings, we should be able to compete
with places such as London, Paris and Berlin in
order to create more research opportunities and
attract highly talented scientists.”
The latter is not just about ‘buying’ excellent
researchers, according to Van Hinsbergh. “As
universities, we have a duty to train PhD students in
performing quality research,” he emphasizes. The
research projects that are currently undertaken by
PhD students within Rembrandt ICS are cause for
optimism, according to Van Hinsbergh. There is no
doubt in his mind that Rembrandt ICS will live up to
his high expectations.
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Peter Hordijk
Professor of Molecular Cell Biology of cell migration, Sanquin
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Together we are stronger
Peter Hordijk is Professor of Molecular Biology
at Sanquin, the Dutch blood bank. His research
division supports the foundation’s mission to
ensure safe and efficient blood supply. Hordijk is a
pragmatist: the division needs access to research
facilities, patient materials and strength in numbers
in order to continue its work. Therefore, joining
Rembrandt ICS is a very logical step to him.
“Our research division is similar to any academic
research group. We conduct research, train PhD
students and have to compete for funding,”
explains Hordijk. The division is connected to the
University of Amsterdam via the Landsteiner lab
and several of Sanquin’s scientists are university
professors.
“Because we are only small, it is important for us
to affiliate ourselves with larger conglomerates.
Nowadays, almost all research takes place within
consortia and funding is hardly ever granted to
individual research groups anymore.” So, when Mat
Daemen approached Sanquin to see whether it
would be interested in participating in Rembrandt
ICS, ‘we were more than happy to do so’, according
to Hordijk. “Being part of a Rembrandt will mean
that our work with these partners will intensify and
there will be more joint projects.”
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Access
“For us, having access to each other’s research
technology is an important factor,” he explains. “We
have, among other things, great facilities for cell
imaging. But nowadays, research studies require a
very diverse approach and there aren’t any labs that
have all the necessary facilities under one roof.”

“Rembrandt ICS is already a
full fledged institute”
“In addition, Rembrandt ICS offers opportunities to
develop a stronger link between our research and
the clinic. The other partners have direct access
to patient material,” And we need blood vessels
to conduct our research,” Hordijk continues. “The
inner lining of blood vessels is the first thing a blood
cell encounters after transfusion. So it is important
for us to see what happens there. We prefer to
carry out these studies on patient material rather
than blood vessels from mice, for example.”
Hordijk also hopes that bringing fundamental and
clinical scientists together will accelerate the pace
of research. “There is, for example, still a large
gap between our molecular research approach
to atherosclerosis, and the clinical approach to
this disease. Modern technologies could perhaps
help to close this gap much more quickly than
expected,” says Hordijk.
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Strength in numbers
Hordijk has great confidence in Rembrandt ICS:
“On paper, it has the potential to be the most
important cardiovascular research institute in this
country. We have to make sure we join it up in such
a way that it can live up to this potential. I don’t see
any reason why this should not happen. I expect
that in ten years time Rembrandt ICS will be one of
the leading institutes in the world.”
“Together we are stronger,” he concludes. “The last
Rembrandt ICS meeting was attended by about 250
people. Add VUmc and Sanquin, and you are talking
about roughly 400 people involved with Rembrandt
ICS in some form or another. That’s a big number,
which makes Rembrandt ICS a full fledged research
institute.”
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Johan Kuiper
Professor of Therapeutic Immunomodulation,
Leiden Academic Centre for Drug Research
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From mice to men
Professor Johan Kuiper of the Leiden Academic
Centre for Drug Research (LACDR) is convinced:
the creation of Rembrandt ICS will greatly benefit
translational research. Together with AMC’s
John Kastelein, he is already leading a largescale research project into new ways to halt
atherosclerosis. “It is a great example of how this
institute can function. Seven of our research groups
are involved,” says Kuiper.
Although the field of pharmaceutics has
traditionally been part of Leiden University’s Faculty
of Science, the LACDR has always maintained
strong links with the medical field. The centre has
a longstanding collaboration with Leiden Vascular
Medicine. And now it has joined Rembrandt ICS.

Collaboration with clinicians
“Our expertise and facilities concerning drug
discovery, evaluation and (clinical) application are
unique within the institute,” says Kuiper. “We have a
large chemistry department with a strong focus on
design and (bio) synthesis of new biologically active
molecules. We can, for example, develop tests
for in vitro and in vivo evaluation of drugs, aiding
research conducted elsewhere within Rembrandt
ICS. But what we lack in our department is a direct
collaboration with the clinic, which is important
to come to the adequate questions regarding
drug discovery and development in order to
perform translational drug research. That’s why it
is important to us to work with research groups
within the LUMC and AMC.”
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As Professor of Therapeutic Immunomodulation,
Kuiper conducts basic research in the area of
biopharmaceutics. For the last ten years, he has
focused exclusively on atherosclerosis.

‘The real challenge is to turn our
knowledge into a useful product’
He has developed prototype vaccines against
inflammatory proteins that play a role in
cardiovascular disease. So far, he has shown that
these vaccines are effective in mice. His next
step is to translate his findings and create new
treatments for patients with cardiovascular disease.
Kuiper: “You need to be careful that you’re not just
a ‘mouse doctor’. While it is really interesting to
study the biological processes themselves, the real
challenge is to turn the knowledge gained in the lab
into a useful product. So we need to work closely
with clinicians.”

Strong lobby
Rembrandt ICS strengthens the position of
everybody involved, according to Kuiper. It allows
for more PI’s to be involved in large-scale research
projects and for a stronger lobby. “Nowadays,
when applying for EU grants, you usually can’t have
more than one partner from your own country.
Collaborating within Rembrandt ICS helps us to
involve more PIs,” he explains. “Moreover, we can
present ourselves as a leading institute in the area
of cardiovascular research.”
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“The field of cardiovascular research is lacking
strong representation in the media and public
debate,” Kuiper continues. “Rembrandt ICS can fill
this gap and become the organisation journalists
and decision makers turn to whenever there are
issues concerning our field. It is important that
cardiovascular research remains in the public
eye. After all, the disease is still one of the leading
causes of death. Rembrandt ICS needs to make
sure decision makers understand research on
cardiovascular disease is essential and needs
financial support.”

Finding cures
Kuiper expects Rembrandt ICS will soon claim this
leading role and he firmly believes that the institute
will be successful in developing therapies that will
contribute to curing cardiovascular diseases such
as atherosclerosis. And in his eyes, Rembrandt ICS
could become even more competitive if it were
to strengthen its basic research expertise. Kuiper:
“I think we could benefit from having a strong
basic immunology research group that will entirely
focus on cardiovascular disease, perhaps we can
persuade the best basic researchers to switch to
our field.”
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Rembrandt Research Projects
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2010
Lighting-up the runway for cardiac subtype specification
in human embryonic stemcells
PhD students: Henk van Weerd, AMC | Sabine den Hartogh, LUMC
PI’s: Professor Vincent Christoffels, AMC | Dr Robert Passier, LUMC

Search for new genetic variants for first and recurrent
venous thrombosis
PhD students: Marisa Cunha, AMC | Hugoline de Haan, LUMC
PI’s: Professor Saskia Middeldorp, AMC | Professor Frits Rosendaal, LUMC

2011
Go with the Flow
PhD students: Anne-Sophie Bronzwaer, AMC | Jasper Verbree, LUMC
PI’s: Professor Mat Daemen, AMC | Professor Mark van Buchem, LUMC

Human cell model systems for inherited arrhythmia
syndromes
PhD students: Christiaan Veerman, AMC | George Kosmidis, LUMC
PI’s: Professor Arthur Wilde, AMC | Professor Christine Mummery, LUMC

2012
Intestinal microbiota as modifiable factor in the
metabolic syndrome and associated cardiovascular
disease; role of short and long chain fatty acids
PI’s: Professor Erik Stroes, AMC | Prof. Ko Willems van Dijk, LUMC

Brown adipose tissue meets the immune system
PI’s: Professor Patrick Rensen, LUMC, Professor Esther Lutgens and
Professor Menno de Winther, AMC

RhoGTPases in endothelium: localized activity, cross-talk
and relevance for barrier function and inflammation
PI’s: Professor Peter Hordijk, Sanquin | Dr Geerten van Amerongen, VUmc
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Henk van Weerd (PhD student AMC)
Sabine den Hartogh (PhD student LUMC)

‘The cooperation
makes it actually
easier to start a
combined project’
Rembrandt research projects

Casting new light on cardiac development
PhD students Henk van Weerd (AMC) and Sabine den Hartogh (LUMC)
have only just set out on their trail of discovery. Over the next four years
they will study the development of cardiac cells by conducting in vitro
and in vivo research. They believe that collaboration between their
respective departments will lead to fresh insights and ideas.
Sabine’s research concentrates on cardiac muscle cells, or
cardiomyocytes (CMs), derived from human embryonic stem cells
(hESC). “They are valuable for studying regulatory pathways, toxicity,
disease, and – potentially - for tissue regeneration,” she explains.
Scientists do not yet completely understand how cardiac muscle cells
acquire different characteristics to perform specific functions. Sabine’s
project is aimed at identifying the mechanisms underlying myocardial
subtype specification during the differentiation of hESC-CMs. She wants
to couple regulatory regions of genes to fluorescent reporters in order
to trace active transcription factors and pathways that are important for
subtype specification. She hopes that this will ultimately provide more
insight into cardiac development, a basis to develop tools for cardiac
repair, and a more effective use of progenitor cells in cardiac research.
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Combine ideas
Sabine has made a good start. “In the last eight months, we have
been exploring different methods to target genes that are of interest
in cardiac differentiation and development. I have been culturing and
targeting different cell lines to explore our options in the creation of
a combinatorial fluorescent reporter line,” she says. “Furthermore, we
have been discussing with our colleagues from the AMC how we can
combine our ideas, methods, and constructs to develop in vivo and in
vitro reporter lines. Working within a project that is already based on
cooperation makes it actually easier to start a combined project.”
Henk agrees: “To work on the same research project with a fellow PhD
in another institute allows for the exchange of experiences with - and
thoughts on - the research project. Working on a similar project in
two different institutes means two different environments in which the
research is performed and two different points of view on the same
topic, which I think can greatly benefit us both.”

More significant data
Henk’s research bears the title Lighting-up the heart’s developmental
route: directing human pluripotent stem cells to cardiac subtype
populations. In this study, he aims to identify and characterize the
genomic regulatory elements (enhancers) that can recapitulate in
vivo and in vitro the endogenous expression of several genes that are
expressed in the cardiac conduction system (CCS) and in the working
myocardium. In order to do so, bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs)
around these genes will be modified with a reporter gene to monitor
their enhancer activity.
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‘Working on a
similar project
in two different
institutes can
greatly benefit us
both’

The enhancer activity will then be assessed in vivo, in mice.
Nevertheless, the research stands to benefit from cooperation with
Sabine’s group and their experience with the differentiation of hESCs.
Henk: “The identified and characterized enhancer fragments can be
introduced in vectors for targeting of hESCs, to generate transgenic
mouse lines for further analysis of their activity patterns, and to follow
their activity during mouse heart development. This way, we can obtain
much more significant in vivo data on the enhancer fragments.”
On a personal level, Sabine and Henk’s first aim is to successfully
complete their PhD research. They have not yet made any career
choices beyond this point and are looking forward to exploring
opportunities as their PhD programs progress. But one thing is certain:
talents like Sabine and Henk brighten the future of cardiovascular
research in the Netherlands.
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Hugoline de Haan (PhD student LUMC)
Marisa Cunha (PhD student AMC)
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‘We want to
establish and
validate the
role of the
newly identified
candidate genes’

On the trail of genetic risk factors for
thrombosis
PhD students Hugoline de Haan (LUMC) and Marisa Cunha (AMC) are
searching for new genetic variants for venous thrombosis. Marisa is
conducting familial research on the subject, while Hugoline’s work is
population based. They are excited about the Rembrandt ICS initiative
to pair up PhD students at different institutes. And their work is showing
great promise.
“Sometimes researchers are afraid of sharing their knowledge with
people who have the same project aims, out of fear that the other
researchers will steal their ideas,” says Marisa. “Since we are working
together, we don’t have that fear. Actually, it is the complete opposite:
we want to establish and validate the role of the newly identified
candidate genes for deep vein thrombosis (DVT) from each other’s
approaches.”
Hugoline agrees: “We can test each other’s hypotheses and replicate
findings. The centers in Amsterdam and Leiden have a long-standing,
fruitful collaboration in the field of venous thrombosis. Both of them
have contributed substantially to the knowledge of the causes of venous
thrombosis, both have complementary expertise in the execution and
analysis of such studies, and both have unique population and patient
groups at their disposal, which also allows us to replicate findings.
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Our project combines established techniques for the identification
of new genetic risk factors for thrombosis with new hypotheses and
challenging techniques and approaches.”

Unexplained
Marisa and Hugoline have their work cut out for them. DVT is one of the
world most common cardiovascular diseases with an annual incidence
of 1-2 per 1000. Mortality is substantial (6% acute, 12% after one year),
and around a third of patients have persisting complaints. It mainly
manifests itself as deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism.
In the past, several major genetic determinants have been identified.
But a large genetic component remains unexplained, both for clinical
thrombosis, as for levels of coagulation factors in blood.
In order to identify these hereditary risk factors for DVT, Marisa and
Hugoline are studying families who are prone to the disease, but in
which the known hereditary risk factors are not present. Having started
the project in 2011, their study is still in its early stages.

Promising
Hugoline: “So far, we have incorporated established thrombosisassociated single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) into prediction
models for first venous thrombosis and studied their ability to
identify high-risk individuals for targeted personalized prevention and
treatment.”
“Ten samples from two families with DVT were sent for exome
sequencing,” explains Marisa. ”The first data analysis is now taking place.
After applying some filters, we identified 118 variants for one family and
141 variants for the other within 35 and 57 genes, respectively. None of
these genes are known to have a direct effect on coagulation, deduced
from a list of 77 genes known to play a role in coagulation.”
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‘Our project combines
established techniques
with new hypotheses
and challenging
approaches.’

Thus Marisa and Hugoline hope to have elucidated (at least) a part of the
missing heritability of first en recurrent thrombosis. However, while early
results are promising, their work is far from done.

Candidate genes
After the first data analyses, Marisa and Hugoline will draw up a list
of candidate genes, containing the genetic variants shared by the
individuals within the family that are expected to have a high impact
on protein function. If these mutations are not found in control
populations or they are only present at (very) low frequencies, Marisa
and Hugoline will proceed with screening for these mutations and
check the frequencies of tagging SNPs of the respective gene loci in
large association studies.
If successful, Marisa and Hugoline’s work is likely make a significant
contribution to understanding the risk factors of DVT, thus helping to
fight this common and deadly disease.
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